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A multiplexing scheme designed to increase the reliability of logi- 
cal networks that consist of threshold elements is discussed. The 
most interesting result is a lower bound on the multiplicity of the 
input signals that will be needed when there are erroneous ignals 
among the inputs. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a multiplexing scheme for increasing the reliability of 
logical networks consisting of threshold elements is discussed. This 
scheme is a slight modification of yon Neumann's (1956) multiplexing 
scheme. It  takes advantage of the fact that a threshold element can be 
used for the combined functions of a logic gate (that performs digital 
logic) and of a restoring organ (that nullifies the effect of errors). 
The general model of yon Neumann's multiplexing scheme is shown in 
Fig. 1, where x~ 1, x~ 2, - - .  x~ k is a group of k independently generated 
versions of the signal x~, for i -- 1, 2 .. • n. The digital information 
carried by these k signals in each group is intended to be the same, al- 
though some may be in error. A group of two or more versions of the 
signal x~ are called the redundant signals of x~. 
So that a correct output from the logic gate will be generated when 
there are erroneous input signals, the restoring organs are inserted in 
front of the logic gate to assure that the inputs to the logic gate are 
correct. Figure 2(a) shows a simple example of such an error-correcting 
scheme where threshold elements are used both as the restoring organ 
and the logic gate. The input signals xl and xs are triplicated as xl I, xl 2, 
xl z and x ~ ~ s respectively. The threshold elements I and I I  are 27 x2~ x2~ 
majority vote takers that will restore the correct signals x~ and x~ when 
there are single errors among the triplicated groups. Figure 2(b) shows a 
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FIG. 1. The general model of von Neumann's multiplexing scheme 
modification of the circuit in Fig. 2(a) .  With quadruplicated input sig- 
nals, the threshold element in Fig. 2(b)  will generate the correct output 
xl -4- xs even when there are single errors among the quadruplicated 
groups. I t  is in this manner that  the threshold element serves the com- 
bined functions of a restoring organ and of a Iogie gate. The error- 
correcting scheme discussed in this paper is exemplified in Fig. 2(b) .  
Such a scheme is well known. So are the results in theorem 1 and 2, 
which are included just for completeness. The most interesting result 
is the lower bounds proved in theorem 3. 
DEFINITIONS 
A Boolean function, f, of n independent binary variables, xl ,  x2 • • • x~, 
is a threshold function if there exists a set of real numbers {a0 ; a l ,  
a2 " "  an} such that  
f (x i ,  x2 -" .x~) = 1 if, and only if, ~ a~ x~ ~ a0 
i= l  
and 
f (x l ,  x2 • " • x~) = 0 if, and only if, ~ a~ x~ < a0 
i= l  
where {al, a2 • • • as} are called the weights, and a0 is called the threshold. 
The set {ao ; a! ,  a2 - - .  a~} is called a 1-realization of the Boolean rune- 
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FIG. 2(a). An example of von Neumann's  multiplexing scheme 
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x2'* 
FIG. 2(b). A modification of the circuit in Fig. 2(a) 
tion f (x l ,  x2  " • • x ,~) . l  I f  both a variable x~ and its complement 2~ are 
available as inputs, it has been shown that the weights {al, a2 . . .  a.} 
can all be chosen as positive numbers. Hereinafter, it will be assumed 
that the weights and the threshold are all positive. 
1 For more information on threshold functions, refer to Winder (t962). 
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A va luat ion of a set of var iables of a Boolean function is a combinat ion 
of values "0"  or "1"  assigned to this set of variables. Such a set of vari -  
ables can either be the entire set of the input  var iables of the funct ion 
or be any subset of the same. Let ~ denote the smallest value of ~ i  
a~ z~ among all va luat ions of the entire set of var iables for which 
n a 
f (x l ,  z2 ' - "  x~) = 1, and let I denote the largest value of ~=1 ~ x~ 
among all va luat ions of the entire set of var iables for which 
f (x l  , x2 . . .  x , )  = O. ~ and  1 are called the upper and lower boundar ies 
of the gap where the value of the threshold, a0, may lie; i.e., ~ > a0 > l. 
Let  f (x l  , z2 . . .  x,~) and g(x~ , x2 . ' .  x~)  be Boolean functions. We 
say that  f implies g, when for every va luat ion of the entire set of vari-  
ables {Xl, x2 - . .  x~}, if f ( z l ,  x2 . . .  x,~) = 1 then g(z i ,  x2 . . .  x~)  = 1. 
Let x~ and x j  be two of the var iables of a Boolean function 
f (x l ,  x2 . . "  x, ) .  We define that  
(i) x~ -- xj  i l l ( x1 ,  x2 . . .  , x~ = 1, x~ = O, . . .  x~)  imp l ies f (z l ,  
x2 " '"  , x~ = 0, xj  = 1, . - -  x~) andf (x l  , x2 . "  , x~ = 0, xi = 1, . . .  x~) 
imp l ies f (x l ,x2 - - .  , x~ = 1, x j  = O, . . .  x~) .2  
(i i) x~ > xj i f f (x l ,  x2 " . .  , x~ = O, x~ = 1, . . .  x~)  imp l ies f (x~,  
x2 " '  , x~ = 1, xj  = 0, . . .  x,~) but f (x~,  x2 . . .  , x~ = 1, x~. = 0, . . .  x~) 
does not imp ly f (x i  , x2 . . .  , x~ = 0, x~ = 1, . - .  x~). 
I t  has been shown that  if f (x~,  x2 . . .  x~)  is a threshold function, the 
entire set of var iables {Xl, x2 • •. x~} can be uniquely ordered by the re- 
lat ions -= and >.  We shall call the number of the ">"  signs in such an 
ordering the degree  o f  asymmetry  of the function. For  example, since 
the var iables of the funct ionf (x~,  x2, x3, x4) = x~x2 + x~x3x4 are ordered 
as x~ > x2 > x3 - x4, the degree of asymmetry  is 2. Also, it has been 
shown that  if x~ > x j  in f (x~,  x2 . . .  x~)  then a~ > ai for any 1-realiza- 
t ion {a0 ; a l ,  a2 • • • a,~} of the function f (x l ,  x2 • • • x~) .  
For  a logic gate that  has n independent  input  variables (Xl, x2 • • • x~), 
its k-mul t ip lex  " verswn is a logic gate that. has, as its input variables, n 
groups of k redundant  signals of (x~, x~ • • • x~) which will be denoted by  
1 , , ,  2g~ 1 ~ .xk  (xl ~, x~ ~ . • • x~; x~, x~ ~, ~ ; • • • x~, x~, . • ~ ). If  the output  of the 
logic gate is defined by  a Boolean function f (x~,  x~ . . .  x , ) ,  then the 
output  of its k-mult ip lex version will be defined by a Boolean funct ion 
F(x~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~. 1 , x l  - - . x~,x~,x~ . . . x~, - - .x~,x~ : . . . x . )whoseva luewi l lbe  
the same as that  of f (x~,  x~ . . .  Xn)  whenever the I t - redundancy signals 
of each independent  var iable are the same; i.e., whenever x~ ~ = x~: = 
: f (x~ , xe  • . • x , , )  is  sa id  to be symmetr i ca l  in  x~ and  x~ if x~ -= x~. 
In  P ie ree 's  (1964) te rmino logy  : i t s  k- redundancy  mod i f ied  vers ion .  
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k 
• ,  • x~ = x~, for i = 1, 2, • • • n, and  whose va lue  will be "don ' t  care"  
otherwise.  
A k -mul t ip lex  vers ion of a threshold gate that  realizes the funct ion  
f (xx ,  x2 " "  x~) ~ is said to to lerate r p-errors if there exist n X k real 
numbers ,  b~ , bi 2 . . .  blk; b~ ~, b22 . . .  b~; . . .  b~ x, b~ 2 - - .  b~;  and  a real 
number  b0 which are such that :  
1. For  every va luat ion  of {xi,  x2, • • • Xn} for wh ich f (x l ,  x2 " • Xn) = 
1, 
7 
bix~ => b0. (1) 
i= l  j= l  
2. For  every  va luat ion  of {X 1 , Z2 " ' "  2~n} for wh iehf (x l ,  x2 . . .  x , )  = 
, 
bix i  < bo (2) 
i=1  j~ l  
where for al l  i, w i th  at  most  r exceptions,  x ]  = xi for a l l j  = 1, 2, • • • k, 
and  for those except ional  i 's, x ]  = x~, for all.?" = 1, 2, • • • k wi th  at  most  
p exceptions.  Thus ,  {b0 ; bl 1, bi 2 ..  • bl ~, b21, b22 • • • b~ k, • • • b~ 1, b~ 2 • • • b~ k} 
is a 1-real izat ion of the k-mult ip lex vers ion of the threshold gate that  
real izes the  funct ion  f (x l  , x2 . . .  xn). 
The fol lowing theorem will s impl i fy  later  discussions. 
THEOREM 1. For a given threshold funct ion of n variables, f (  xl , x2 . • • x~), 
there is a k-mult ip lex version which can tolerate r p-errors if, and only if, 
there exist n real numbers bl , b2 • • • b,~ and a real number bo which are such 
that: 
1. For every valuation of {Xl , x2 • • • xn} for which f (xx  , x2 • • • x~) = 1, 
~"~ ~ b~xj  >= bo. (3) 
i=1  j= l  
2. For every valuation of {xl , xe . . .  Xn} for which f (xx , x2 " "  x~) = O, 
i=1  j= l  
where for all i with at most r exceptions, x j  = x~ for all j = 1, 2 •. • k, 
4 Hereinafter, the term "a k-multiplex version of a threshold gate that realizes 
the function f (xl , x2 . • • x~)" shall be abbreviated to "a k-multiplex version 
of the function f (xl , x~ • • • x,)." 
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and for those exceptional i's, x j  = x~ for  all j = 1, 2 • •. k with at most p 
exceptions. 
Proof: First, given the set of real numbers {b0 ; bl, b2 • • • b,} satisfying 
relations (3) and (4), the existence of a /c-multiplex -~-ersion of 
f (x l ,  x2 . . .  x~) that  can tolerate r p-errors is obvious. 
Second, given a set of real numbers {b0 ; b~ 1, bl 2 " ' "  bl k, b21, b~ 2 " ' "  
b~ k, . - -  b. 1, b,~ 2 . . .  b,~ k} satisfying relations (1) and (2), let b~ = (1/]c) 
(bi I -~ b~ 2 + • • • b~ ) for i = 1, 2 • • • n. Since pb~ is no less than the sum 
of the p smallest numbers in {b~ , b~ e . . .  b~ z:} and is no larger than the 
sum of the p largest numbers in {b~ 1, b~  . . .  b~}, that  relations (3) and 
(4) will be satisfied is obvious. Q .E .D .  
This theorem not only shows that  for every 1-realization of a/c-multi- 
plex version of a function f (x l ,  x2 . . .  x~), {b0 ; b, ~, b~ 2 . . .  bl ~, . - .  b,~ 1, 
b~ e •. • bnk}, there is an equivalent realization {b0 ; b~, bl • .. bl, b2, b2. • - 
b2 - . .b~,  b~ ---  b~}, but it also shows that  the latter realization has a 
gap for the threshold bo which is at least as large as that  of the former 
realization. 
SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS 
Let. -y be a set of real numbers. Let S{~,} denote the sum of all the 
numbers in T and S~(7) denote the sum of the r largest numbers in % I f  
r is larger than the total number of elements in % S~{~}, will be defined 
as equal to S{y}. 
TtIEOREM 2. For any given threshold funct ion of n variables, 
f (x l  , x2 . . .  x~), with a 1-realization {ao ; al , a2 " . .  a~} and for two given 
integers p and r with 0 < r _~ n, there exists a It-multiplex version of 
f ( xl , x2 - - • x~) that can tolerate r p-errors. Moreover, a su2~cient condition 
on the value of k is: 
]c > 2pS i{A} 
~- l  
where A denotes the set of weights {as, a2 . .  • a~}. 
Proof: For a given value of k, let b~ = a~ for i = 1, 2 - • • n. I f  for all i 
with at most r exceptions, x j  = x~ for a l l j  = 1, 2 . . -  k, and for those 
exceptional i's, x ]  = x~ for all j = 1, 2 .. • k with at most p exceptions, 
the fol loMng obtains :
(a) For those valuations of the set of independent variables 
{x~ , x~ . . .  x,~} which are such that }-~=~ a~x~ > ~, ~ ~ b~x~  > 
k~ - pS i{A}.  
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(b) For those valuations of the set of independent variables 
{xl, x2 . . .  Xn} which are such that En=l  a lx i  < l, En~l E~=I b;x, j < 
kl 3- pZrIA}. 
Hence, if k is chosen in such a way that  k~ - pSdA } > kl 3- pSr{A}, 
that  is k > 2pSr{A}/(# - l), bo can be chosen to be within the range: 
k~ -- pSi{A} >= bo > kl -4- pSi{A}, and a k-multiplex version of 
f (x l ,  x~ •..  x,) that  will tolerate r p-errors can be obtained. Q .E .D .  
COROLLARY ]. For r = n, the sul~icient condition for the value of k in 
Theorem 1 can be tightened as (k - p) (~ - l) > pSIA}. 
Proof: For a given value of k, let b~ = a~ for i = 1, 2 • • • n. 
(a) For those valuations of {xl, x~ • • - xn} for which ~'~=~ a~x~ > ~, 
~ ~ b,:xj>= (k -p )~a ix~>= ( ]c -p ) , .  
i=1 d=l i~l 
(b) For those valuations of {x~, x2 . . .  x~} for which ~i~=~ a~x~ < l, 
i~1 j= l  i=1 i=1 
= (k -- p) ~ a~x~ 3- pSIA} 
i=1 
< (k -- p)l 3- pSIA}. 
Hence, if ]c is chosen to satisfy the inequality (k - p)~ > (It - p)l 3- 
pS{A}, that  is, (k - p) > pS{A}/(~ - l), b0 can be chosen within the 
range (k - p)p >= bo > (]c - p)l 3- pSIA}. Q. E. D. 
NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 3. I f  a k-multiplex version of a threshold function of n vari- 
ables, f(  xl , x2 • • " x,~), whose degree of asymmetry is d can tolerate r p-errors 
for given r(O < r <= n) and p, k must satisfy the following relations: 
k > p(d 3- 2) tor r = 1 (5) 
k > P ( ) 2 3 - r  3- 1 fo r t  > 1 andd =< r (6} 
r (2d- -  r 3- 3) 
k > p 2 3- 1 fo r r  > landd  > r. (7) 
ProoJ': Suppose that  there is a It-multiplex version of f (x l ,  x~ . . .  x,) 
that  can tolerate r p-errors. Let the 1-realization of this k-multiplex 
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version be such that b~  = be ~ . . . .  b~ ~ = b~ for i = 1, 2 . . .  n. Let B 
denote the set of the n numbers {bl, b2 . . .  b~}. 
(a) Suppose that f(x~, x2 .." x,~) is not symmetrical in x¢ and x j .  
Assume that x~ > x j .  There must exist one valuation of the set of all 
variables except x~ and x j ,  X, which is such that 
f (X ,x~ = 1, x~ = O) = 1 
(8) 
f (X ,x~ = 0, x~ = 1) = 0. 
Let C denote the set of weights in B that correspond to the l's in the 
valuation X, and let D denote the set of weights in B that correspond to 
the 0's in the valuation X. According to (8), for the It-multiplex version, 
when there is no error among the input variables, the following inequality 
applies: 
tcS{C} -1- kb~ >= bo > kS{C} + kbj. (9) 
This, of course, implies that b~. > bj. When there are r p-errors among 
the input variables, for the worst case, the lefthand side of the inequality 
(9) becomes kS{C} -t- kb~ - pSr{CU{b~}}, 5 and the righthand side of the 
inequality (9) becomes kS[ C} + kb 5 -k p&.{ D [J {b~}}. Since the/c-multi- 
plex version can tolerate r p-errors, the following inequality must be 
satisfied; 
kS{C} + kb~ - pS,{C U {b~l} => bo > kS{C} -k kbj + p&.{D U {b~}}, 
That is, 
kbi > kbi + pS,{C U {bi}} -t- pS,{D U {b~}}. 
For r > 0, it is clear that 
S,{C U {b~}l + S~{D [ {b~}/ _-> S,{C U D U {b~}} + b~. 
Hence, from (11), the following inequality is obtained 
kb~ > kbj + pS,{C U D U {bd} + pbi 
(10) 
(11) 
or 
(k -- p)b~ > (k -- p)b] + p(S,{C U D U Ibm}} + bj). 
{C U Ibdi denotes the set union of C and {bd. 
(12) 
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Since 
S~{C U D U {b~}} + bj = S~{C U n {3 {b~}} + S~{bi} 
> S~{C O D [3 {b~} U {bj}} = S,{B}, 
(12) becomes 
(k - p)b~ > (k - p)b i  -t- pSi{B} 
or  
b~ > bj --[- ~ S~{B}. (13) 
Let brain and b . . . .  be the smal lest and the largest elements in B, re- 
spectively.  (Let  bmin and bm,x be one of the smal lest and one of the 
largest elements in B, respectively,  if there is no unique min imum or 
max imum members  in B.) Repeat ing  the above argument  d times, re- 
sults in 
pd S~{B}. (14) 
(b)  Assume that  all the var iables in the given funct ion f (x l ,  x2 • • • xn) 
are essential variables.6 For  any  var iable  x~ (which is essential) ,  there 
is at  least one va luat ion of the set of all the var iables except x~, X,  which 
is such that  when x~ = 1, the value of f (x l ,  x2 . . .  xn) is equal to "1" 
and when x~ = 0, the value of f (x l ,  x2 • • • x,~) is equal to "0." Let  E 
denote the set of weights in B that  correspond to the l ' s  in the valua-  
t ion X,  and let F denote the set of weights in B that  correspond to the 
O's in the va luat ion  X. For  the k-mult ip lex version, when there is no 
error among the input  variables, 
kS{E} + kb~ > kS{E}.  
When there are, for the worst ease, r p-errors, 
kS{E} -1- kb~ - p&.{E 13 {bd} > kS{E} + pS,{F  U {b,}}. (15) 
That  is, 
kb, > p(S ,{E  U {bd} + S,{F U {b~}}) >- pS~{E U F U {b~}} + pb~. 
(16) 
A variable xi in the functionf(xl , x2 , • • • xi - • . x~) is said to be essential 
i f f (x l ,x2 • • " x~ = 1 ,  • • " x ,O  ~ f (x l  , x2  • • " x i  = O,  • • " x ,~) .  I fx~isnot an 
essential variable, then f(x~ , x2 . . • x~_~ , x~ , x~+~ . • • x,~) can be reduced as 
g (x~ , x2 . • • x~_~ , X~el • • • x,~) which is not a function of xi • 
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Since E 13 F (3 {b~} = B, 
5~ > ~ S~{B}. (17) 
Clearly, (17) must also be satisfied by bmin, 
b~in > ~ S~{B}. (18) 
For different values of r, the following cases will now be examined: 
Case l : For  r = 1, St{B} = b . . . .  (14) and (18) are then reduced to; 
b ..... > bm~ + pd b .... k - -p  
b~n > P b .... k - -p  
Combining these two inequalities, results in 
(~ -- p) > p-~ pd 
or  
k > p(d -Jr 2). 
Case 2: For r > 1 and r ~ d. Using (13) repeatedly, we have 
S~{B} >= \~_  pcl S~{B} + b,ni~) + \'~P(d~ :-pl) S~{B} + bn~i~) 
~-[P(d--2) S.,B} +bm~.)-t- ""(/ -  PPpS~{B} -t-bm~) (19) 
\ :  k - p 
-~- ( r  - -  d)brnin 
since in /B} there are at least d elements that are larger than b~.  
Equation (19) can be simplified as 
S~IB} >d(d= 2+ 1) (~p)  S~{B} -l-rb~i~. (20) 
From (18) and (20), it follows that 
• t.~rIS } ~[d(d 2Jr1) -t- r l (~)k .~r{B }, 
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That is, 
k > P ( ) 2 +r+l  . 
Case 3: For r > 1 and r < d. Similar to (19) and (20), 
St{B} >= (~ St{B}-~ brnin)-~-(P(d- ~ -- P -[- brain) 
-if-"'*-Jf-(P(d? -~-'-jl-p ])l.~r{B} "3L bmin) 
S~{B, => r(2d-r-i-1) (k-~)S~{B +rbn~i.. 
From (18) and (22), it follows that 
[r(2d -- r A- 1) S~{B} > L -2 
That is, 
(21) 
(22) 
I r (2d - r+3)  ] 
k>p -2 +1 . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. The inequality (5) in Theorem 3 can be tightened as
(dy  +' 
2 > \~_  p /  , for r = l. 
Proof: The inequalities (17) and (13) in the proof of Theorem 3 are 
valid for the general case 0 < r < n. For the special case r = 1, since 
b~ > b~; SIIC UD U{bd} = SI{C UD U {b~} U{b:.}} = St{B}. The 
inequality (13) becomes 
b~ > ~ b~ + SI{B} 
The inequality (14) becomes 
(k~)a  __P  SI{B} b ..... > bml. + ~ 
[{ k V--' ( k V-2 [ ~  1]. 
1 
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That is 
But S~IB} 
duced to 
b .... ~ (~) '  bm:i.-I-~llU } E(~)  d - 1]. (23) 
= b~ and bm~ > [p/(]c - p)] b . . . . .  and (23) can be re- 
b .... >\ i~-pl  ~ L\k-p l  
that is, 2 > [1~/(k - p)] d+~. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Given a threshold funcl ion f (x~,  x2 . . .  xn) which is 
symmetric in all its variables, then 
(a) For a k-multiplex version of f (x1 , x2 . . .  x , )  to tolerate n p-errors, 
it is necessary and su~cient hat k = p(n  + 1) + 1. 
(b) For a k-multiplex version of f (x1 , x2 . . .  xn) to tolerate one p-error, 
it is necessary and sui~cient that ]c =: 2p + 1. 
Proof: For a symmetric function f (x l  , x2 " "  x,~), a possible 1-realiza- 
tion is to have all the weights equal to 1. The gap for the threshold is 
also equal to 1 in such a realization. 
(a) For a ]~multiplex version of f (x~,  x~ . • • x , )  to tolerate n p-errors, 
according to Corollary 1, a sui~eient value of ]c is ]~ ~ np + p; according 
to Theorem 3 (inequality (6)),  a necessary value of/c is/~ > p(n  -~ 1). 
Therefore,/c = p(n  + 1) -~ 1 is both necessary and sufficient. 
(b) For a k-multiplex version off(x2, x~ • • • x~) to tolerate one p-error, 
according to theorem 2, a sufficient value of k is k ~ 2p; according to 
Theorem 3 (inequality (5)), a necessary value of ]c is ]~ ~ 2p. Thergore,  
k = 2p + 1 is both necessary and sufficient. Q.E.D. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
A threshold function f = x~x2(x~x4x5 -~ x~x4x~ + x3x~x6 + x4x~x6) has 
a 1-realization/7, 2 2, 1, 1, 1, 1}. If  a k-multiplex version o f f  can tolerate 
6 single errors, from Corollary 1, it is sufficient hat (]c -- 1) (7 -- 6) > 8 
or k > 9; from Theorem 3, it is necessary that k > ½(12 + 1) + 6 ÷ 1 
or ]~ > 8. Since ]c > 8 is necessary and ]c > 9 is sufficient, the only case 
left to be investigated is that k = 9. However, it can be shown that 
k = 9 is not sufficient. I t  can be concluded, therefore, that there exists a 
10-multiplex version of f that can tolerate 6 single errors, and no 9 
(or less) - multiplex version of f will tolerate 6 single errors. 
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As another example, the threshold function f = xl  + x2 + x~x~ has a 
1-realization {2; 2, 2, 1, 1}. I f  a k-multiplex version of f can tolerate 2 
single errors, it is sufficient hat k > 2(2 ~ 2) / (2  - 1) = 8 and it is 
necessary that k > ½(12 ~- 1) -~ 2 -{- 1 = 4. As it turns out there exists 
a 5-multiplex version of f that can tolerate 2 single errors. 
CONCLUSION 
The result of this investigation is meaningful in two ways. First, the 
necessary and sufficient conditions give us bounds on the values of k 
that we should investigate if we want to have a k-multiplex version of a 
threshold function that can tolerate a certain number of errors with a 
minimum k. In the first example in the previous section, 9 is the only 
value of k we have to investigate since 10 is known to be sufficient. In 
the second example, the possible minimum k's are 5, 6, 7, 8, since 9 is 
known to be sufficient. Second, these conditions also give further informa- 
tion on the properties of threshold functions. For a given function 
f (x l ,  x~ • •. x , )  and for given values of p and r, if a k-multiplex version 
of f can tolerate p r-errors, it is in turn a threshold function of k X n 
variables. For the example shown in Fig. 2(b),  it is known that, corre- 
sponding to k = 4, 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 
F4  = Xl  Xl  Xl  ~-  XllX12$14 -~- x l lX l3X l  4 -~- Xl2Xl3Xl -~ X2 X2 X2 
1 2 4 1 3 4 2 3 4 
-~- X2X2X2 ~ X2X2X2 ~- X2X2X2 
is a threshold function of eight variables; while corresponding to/c = 3, 
2 ~ 1 2 1 3 2 3 
F3 = xl~xl 2 ~- x~x l  ~ ~- xl  x l  ~- x~ x2 ~- x2 x2 + x~ x2 
is a function that cannot be realized using a threshold element. 
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